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A B S T R A C T

The scientific interest toward the study of acoustic bubble is mainly explained by its practical benefit in pro-
viding a reactional media favorable to the rapid evolution of chemical mechanism. The evolution of this me-
chanism is related to the simultaneous and dependent variation of the volume, temperature and pressure within
the bubble, retrieved by the resolution of a differential equations system, including among others the thermal
balance. This last one is subject to different assumptions, some authors deem simply that the temperature varies
adiabatically during the collapsing phase, without considering the reactions heat of the studied mechanism. This
paper aims to evaluate the pertinence of neglecting reactions heats in the thermal balance, by analyzing their
effect on the variation of radius, temperature, pressure and chemical species amounts. The results show that the
introduction of reactions heats conducts to a decrease of the temperature, an increase of the pressure and a
reduction of the bubble volume. As a consequence, this leads to a drop of the quantities of free radicals produced
by the chemical mechanism evolving within the bubble. This paper also proved that the impact of the con-
sideration of reactions heats is dependent of the frequency and the acoustic amplitude of the ultrasonic wave.

1. Introduction

During the last decades, an increasing number of authors dedicated
their works to the theoretical study of cavitation bubble phenomenon
[1–6]. Each study adopted a set of hypotheses regarding the dynamical,
kinetical and thermal behaviors of gases within the bubble. This last
parameter is of crucial role in the determination of the evolution of
reactional system inside the bubble, especially during the collapsing
phase. Generally, for simplification purposes, some authors assume that
the regime during this phase is simply adiabatic [7–10], neither heat
exchange with external media, nor reactions heats are taken into ac-
count in the thermal balance. Hence, the variation of temperature
would be described by the basic equation of adiabatic regime, governed
only by the variation of bubble volume [11]. In the study of Sochard
et al. [12], the regime is considered as polytropic during the collapsing
phase, thus, the reactions heats are not considered in the simulation of
temperature variation.

The chemical mechanism within an acoustic cavitation bubble
cannot evolve without absorbing or releasing energy, according to the
nature of reactions it includes. Assuming an adiabatic collapse and
neglecting reactions heats can then be justified by the simplification of
calculation, in case results are not widely affected when reactions heats

are taken or not into account. If proved to be true, the temperature is
then simply retrieved using the state equation expression corresponding
to adiabatic regime [9], while it becomes a more complex expression
established through an energy balance considering the pressure forces
work, the variation of internal energy and the reactions heats, with
emitting an assumption of no energy dissipated to the surrounding li-
quid media. In the studies of Yasui [13] and Sivasankar and Moholkar
[14], the authors established the thermal balance with including the
reactions heats of the adopted mechanism in the numerical model.

In this work, we propose to compare the results given by two
computational studies of radius, temperature, pressure and chemical
species yields variations within an acoustic cavitation bubble during its
oscillation. Both approaches include a description of the dynamical
behavior of the bubble, the thermal balance inside it and the mass
balance represented by the kinetical equations related to the studied
mechanism, they differ only in the treatment of the thermal behavior
within the bubble. The first approach is based on a simplifying as-
sumption largely adopted, deeming that the temperature varies adia-
batically during the collapsing phase, while the second approach is built
on a thermal balance taking into account the heats corresponding to the
reactions of the chemical mechanism. The modification of this equation
has a direct impact on the other parameters variations, as the
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differential equations set in each model are dependent. The purpose of
this study is to evaluate the extent that the effect of the introduction of
reactions heats can have on the values of different parameters over
time.

2. Numerical models

The theoretical procedure used to build the numerical models stu-
died in this paper is based on the combination of some differential
equations according to the phase of the bubble oscillation, i.e. expan-
sion or collapsing phase, and the assumptions of the model, i.e. either or
not the reactions heats are taken into account.

Both computational simulations deem that the expansion phase is
isothermal [3,10,15,16]; there is no variation of temperature in this
phase, hence, the chemical kinetics knows no evolution. The differ-
ential equations that describe the mass balance due to the chemical
mechanism are introduced in the simulation programs during the col-
lapsing phase, to study the growth of chemical products amount,
especially free radicals. The temperature variation has a major influ-
ence on the evolution of the kinetics within the bubble; this parameter
is governed by a heat balance. In the first approach, the gases inside the
acoustic bubble are assumed to incur a physical adiabatic transforma-
tion, thus, the variation of temperature would be described through the
expression of state equation in adiabatic regime or Laplace’s law, using
the adiabatic index [3]. In the second approach, the gases are con-
sidered to undergo a chemical transformation, including the reactions
heats related to the studied mechanism, with some endothermic and
other exothermic elementary reactions [17]. We assume in this ap-
proach that the bubble has no thermal exchange with the surrounding
media, which defines a chemical adiabatic process. In both approaches,
during the expansion phase, the internal energy of the bubble is con-
sidered to be constant, indeed, the time derivate of temperature re-
mains null as the process is isothermal. During the collapsing phase, the
first one considers that the gases are exposed only to the pressure
forces, the internal energy, expressed through the multiplication pro-
duct of the temperature time variation and the isochoric specific heat
capacity of the medium inside the bubble, equals in this case to the
work of pressure forces. In the second approach, the internal energy

variation during the collapsing phase depends, in addition to the pre-
vious term, of the creation of energy due to reactions heats. This is
expressed by establishing a thermal balance with no dissipation of en-
ergy.

The variation of the volume of the bubble, i.e. the variation of its
radius, is studied in both cases through the Keller-Miksis equation [18]
describing the dynamical behavior of the bubble during its oscillation.
The set of differential equations related to the dynamical, thermal and
kinetical evolution of the acoustic bubble and its content constitutes, in
each case, a system to resolve numerically by the fourth-order Runge-
Kutta method.

The development of each differential equation used in the system is
presented in the following.

2.1. State equation

In this work, we resume the approach followed in our previous work
[19] regarding the model employed to describe the state of gases within
the acoustic bubble during its oscillation. Two hypothesis are con-
sidered, the ideal gas with its law [20], almost for simplification pur-
poses, and the real gas model, with the Van der Waals equation [15],
more abide by the conditions of temperature attained inside the bubble
during its compression. A similar treatment is applied to both cases as
explained in what follows.

2.2. Dynamics of bubble oscillation

The dynamics of acoustic bubble is described by the Keller Miksis
equation that is derived for the radial oscillations of a bubble trapped in
a sound field [18]. It takes into account the viscosity, surface tension,
incident sound wave, and acoustic radiation coming from the bubble.
Its expression is given by the following formula
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where R is the radius of the bubble, the dots indicate first and second
time derivatives, ρL is the density of the liquid, c is the speed of sound
through the liquid and t is time, P(t) and PB are given by the expressions

Nomenclature

∞P Pressure in the liquid media (Pa)
PA Acoustic amplitude (Pa)
PB Pressure within the bubble (Pa)
Pv Vapor pressure (Pa)
P0 Initial pressure (Pa)
Pg Gas pressure (Pa)
Rg Ideal gas constant (J/mol K)
Rmax Maximum radius (m)
R0 Ambient radius (m)

∞T External media temperature (K)
Tb Temperature within the bubble (K)
V0 Initial volume of the bubble (m3)
Xk Molar concentration of the kth species (mol/m3)
n0 Initial molar amount (mol)
ri Reaction rate of the i reaction (mol/s m3)
wk Production rate (mol/s m3)
Afi Pre-exponential factor of the ith forward reaction (m3/mol

s) for a two-body reaction and in m6/mol2 s for a three-
body reactions

Ari Pre-exponential factor of the ith backward reaction (m3/
mol s) for a two-body reaction and in m6/mol2 s for a
three-body reactions

Eafi Activation energy of the ith forward reaction (J)

Eari Activation energy of the ith backward reaction (J)
bfi Temperature exponent of the ith forward reaction in

Arrhenius equation
bri Temperature exponent of the ith backward reaction in

Arrhenius equation
kfi Forward rate constant of the ith reaction
kri Backward rate constant of the ith reaction
ϑki Stoichiometric coefficient of the kth chemical species in

the ith reaction
a Van der Waals constant (m6 Pa/mol2)
b Van der Waals constant (1/m3 mol)
c Sound celerity (m/s)
f Frequency (Hz)
n Molar quantity (mol)
R Bubble radius (m)
t Time (t)
T Temperature (K)
V Volume (m3)
μ Dynamic viscosity (Pa.s)
ρL Density of the liquid (kg/m3)
σ Surface tension (N/m)

HΔ i Reaction heat of the ith reaction (J/mol)
CO2 Oxygen concentration (mol/m3)
Cp Isobaric molar specific heat capacity (J/mol K)
Cv Isochoric molar specific heat capacity (J/mol K)
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